Purpose -Psychometric analyses of self-administered questionnaire data tend to focus on items and instruments as a whole. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the functioning of the response scale and its impact on measurement precision. In terms of the response scale direction, existing evidence is mixed and inconclusive.
Introduction
Measurement plays a vital role in the success story of the natural sciences with the social sciences attempting to follow this role model. In the natural sciences, both the importance of a common unit of measurement, such as 1 m, or 1 kg (Bordé, 2005) , and an estimate of measurement precision (BIPM et al., 2008) are universally recognised. In social measurement, awareness of these constituents of measurement has risen only recently (Pendrill and Fisher, 2013; Pendrill et al., 2017) . Currently, social measurement, mostly, lacks meaningful estimates of precision. In large part, this appears to be due to limitations in the methods used.
Factor analysis yields respondent measures that are percentiles of a distribution assumed to be normal. Hence the implicit unit of measurement is intrinsically tied to a given population and context of measurement seriously hampering the generalisability of measures and the discovery of universal laws in the social sciences.
Reliability, commonly considered the hallmark of an instrument's precision, suffers from similar shortcomings that apply to the measurement unit (Voss et al., 2000) , as it confounds properties of the respondents (their true variance) and measurement precision (error variance). The standard error of measurement (SEM) derived from reliability (Rel), SEM = standard deviation ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 1 À Rel p (Traub, 1994) , also depends on sample characteristics. What is more, it is the same regardless of the magnitude of the measure. In practice, every instrument is more precise in a range to which it is targeted and becomes less precise when approaching its boundaries. Paradoxically, consistency is higher at the extremes demonstrating that it does not necessarily indicate precision. Therefore it is important to investigate the role of the unit of measurement, its relation to precision, and how it can be assessed.
Measurement precision
While the required precision depends on the purpose of measurement, as a matter of principle, measurement conditions should be designed with the objective of maximising precision. Ideally, the investigation of those conditions is carried out in an experimental setting prior to large scale data collection as part of a comprehensive scale development project or a methodological study. In terms of the psychometric analysis, modern test theory (Andrich, 2002 (Andrich, , 2011 lends itself as an alternative approach as it allows for disentangling the measurement unit from distributional properties of the sample.
Precision is intrinsically tied to the unit of measurement (Humphry, 2005; Humphry and Andrich, 2008) . For example, measures of length estimated in millimetres are more precise (and, incidentally, less consistent on replication) than measures estimated in centimetres. Thus, the meaningful interpretation of the standard error of measurement hinges on the unit it is expressed in. From this perspective, stating a range of uncertainty only makes sense once validity has been sufficiently supported. By contrast, in the traditional paradigm, the assessment of reliability usually precedes the investigation of validity (Voss et al., 2000) . However, factors impacting measurement precision, such as the tendency to provide socially desirable responses (Steenkamp et al., 2010) or response sets (Greenleaf, 1992; Baumgartner and Steenkamp, 2001) , may also compromise validity. Every component involved in measurement, e.g. the instrument, its layout, its administration, the characteristics of the respondents, the context of data collection, may influence precision. In the following, the effect of the direction of the response scale will be examined as one factor impacting measurement precision.
The response scale
The design of the response scale and its relationship to precision has long been of interest to marketing scholars. Generally, more response categories imply higher precision (Lozano et al., 2008) , provided respondents do not get overburdened resulting in dropouts (Galesic, 2006) or response sets disregarding some of the response options. The verbalisation of categories (Menold and Tausch, 2016) or adding numeric scores to the response categories, the number of options (Weijters et al., 2010) , or the visual representation (Parasuraman et al., 1998) may also EJM 53, 5 have an impact. The direction of the response scale has attracted comparatively less interest. In the context of agreement versus disagreement, the response scale may either run from agree to disagree, hereinafter denoted agree-to-disagree, or, conversely, start with disagree progressing to agree, referred to as disagree-to-agree (Table I) .
When designing the response scale, researchers typically rely on previously used formats. Even methodological papers proposing procedures of scale development barely deal with the response scale and, specifically, its direction (MacKenzie et al., 2011) , which, by and large, appears to be extraneous to precision and validity. This impression is reinforced by the fact that most authors of empirical studies fail to report explicitly which scale direction they used. The scarcity of information makes it difficult to get an idea of which response scale direction is more popular. As trivial and inconsequential a simple lateral transposition of the response options may seem, it may, in principle, affect measurement in various ways. If such effects go unnoticed, suboptimal response scale formats might be used or problems of non-comparability occur.
The direction of the response scale has been revisited intermittently in the past century (Mathews, 1929; Sheluga et al., 1978) . Recently, Yan and Keusch (2015) summarised pertinent studies in this regard. Their conclusion reveals that findings are mixed and inconclusive. The unsatisfactory state of insight into the problem is further documented by the fact that the studies undertaken are typically descriptive in nature offering no explanatory mechanism responsible for occasionally observed, but inconsistent, effects. Another major limitation is the focus on comparisons of means and variances of ordinal raw scores. So far, no light has been shed on the impact of the scale direction on the unit of measurement and, by implication, on measurement precision at the level of the latent variable.
Hence, the present paper investigates potential effects of the direction of the response scale on the unit of measurement in a series of three experiments. The first two studies involve psychometric analyses based on the Rasch model (RM) for measurement (Rasch, 1960; Andrich, 1988) . The third study investigates eye movements recorded during the completion of a computer-administered questionnaire.
In a between-subjects design, Experiment 1 investigates whether the response scale direction has an effect on the underlying metric using the CETSCALE (Shimp and Sharma, 1987) in a paper-and-pencil administration as an exemplar.
Experiment 2 extends the scope of examination to data collected online. Furthermore, the experiment investigates a suggested mechanism responsible for the potential occurrence of a response scale direction effect.
In Experiment 3, physiological data are used to examine the reading patters of respondents when using rating scales with alternate scale directions. Specifically, it is tested whether gaze motions differ depending on the response scale format presented in a between subject design.
Theoretical framework
The attributes of the response scale Many aspects of the design of the response scale have been investigated in previous research. The appropriate number of response categories (Weng, 2004; Cox, 1980) , odd (Wong et al., 1993) , the spacing between categories (Rea and Parker, 2014) , general formatting issues (Fanning, 2005) and the verbal or numerical labelling of response options (Rammstedt and Krebs, 2007; Weijters et al., 2010) , to name the most important issues, have been considered. In terms of the direction of the response scale, existing studies focus on the potential for additive biases while occasionally also scrutinising distributional properties and reliability. The evidence in the literature is mixed, though. Dickson and Albaum (1975) found no mean differences with semantic differential scales, while Mathews (1929) found a bias towards the left. Likewise, Sheluga et al. (1978) and Friedman et al. (1988 Friedman et al. ( , 1994 identified stronger agreement for the agree-to-disagree format, when items were worded favourably, but no differences in terms of variances and reliability. Rammstedt and Krebs (2007) identified no differences in means and variances provided numerical labels matched the verbal labels (i.e. a low number implies disagreement and a high number agreement). Salzberger and Koller (2013) found an interaction between response instructions ranging from well-considered to spontaneous and the response scale direction. Liu and Keusch (2017) reported an effect on response styles such as an acquiescent bias in web surveys but not in face-to-face settings. Bradburn et al. (2004, p. 161) concluded that there is "no good evidence that one form is universally better than another", as multiple factors apparently interact. Further progress seems to require more advanced diagnostic tools, a clearer conceptualisation of possible effects, and a better theoretical framework of possible mechanisms.
Psychometric analysis of the response scale Classical test theory (CTT; Lord and Novick, 1968) offers limited possibilities of investigating the effects on precision for two reasons. First, CTT statistics such as correlations, variances, and reliability are sample-dependent. Second, item raw scores are treated as a priori meaningful statistics and response categories are not parameterised (Andrich, 2011) .
The application of the RM (Rasch, 1960; Andrich, 1988) overcomes these limitations of CTT. Among the broader group of Item Response Theory models (Embretson and Reise, 2013; Raykov and Calantone, 2014) , the RM is unique with respect to the separation of item and respondent characteristics (Fischer, 1995) allowing for item parameter estimates to be statistically independent of the distribution of respondents. The popularity of the RM in marketing has increased sharply in recent years (Salzberger, 2009; Ram on Oreja-Rodríguez and Yanes-Estévez, 2010; Ganglmair-Wooliscroft and Wooliscroft, 2013; Salzberger and Koller, 2013; Salzberger et al., 2014; Sweeney et al., 2015; Ganglmair-Wooliscroft and Wooliscroft, 2016) .
The dichotomous RM [equation (1)] links the observed response a vi to an item i by a respondent v by a logistic function of person (b v ) and item parameters (d i ), which are estimated from the data and expressed in the same metric. The person parameter b v represents the measure for an individual respondent corresponding to the factor score in factor analysis. The item parameter d i represents the location of the item on the latent continuum. Its closest counterpart in CTT is the item mean, which, however, evidently depends on the sample. The larger b v is and/or the smaller d i is, the more likely the respondent agrees with the item. The parameters b v and d i are expressed in logits, or logodds (Wright and Mok, 2000) . The RM requires discrimination to be equal across items ensuring parameter separation (Fischer, 1995) , which implies specific objectivity (Rasch, 1977) as the defining characteristic of any RM. EJM 53,5
Polytomous response data require a parametrisation of the response categories by means of threshold parameters t marking the boundaries between adjacent categories. In the RM response categories do not represent points on the latent continuum but cover a specific range, where they are expected to be the most likely response. In the binary case, the item parameter d i can also be seen as the threshold between a positive (e.g. agree) and a negative response (e.g. disagree). Hence, a seven-category response scale requires six t parameters. In the context of this study, the threshold parameters are of particular importance as they reveal how the response categories actually work (Andrich, 2011) . Equation (2) shows the probability of choosing a particular response category according to the polytomous RM for ordered categories (Andrich, 1988, p. 366) . The denominator g is the sum of all numerators for all response categories. The parameter d i is the mean of all thresholds.
with,
As parameter estimates are only meaningful if the data fit the model, it has to be checked whether the assumptions implied by the RM actually hold true for the data. One fundamental fit statistic, which is approximately chi-square distributed, compares expected item scores with actually observed item scores (Andrich, 1978) in groups of respondents formed according to their location of the latent continuum. Summed across all items, it yields an overall fit statistic at the scale level. Other requirements, such as local independence, unidimensionality and lack of differential item functioning (no item bias), have to be addressed, too (Ewing et al., 2005, and Salzberger, 2009, for details) . In the empirical examples presented, results of tests of fit are only reported if problems were encountered.
Potential effects of the response scale on data quality Three effects of the response scale can be distinguished. First, the psychometric properties of the items may be compromised to a degree that validity becomes questionable. Second, there may be an additive bias associated with one version relative to the other. Third, there may be a difference in the unit of measurement and precision.
Response scale matters
The first effect can be investigated by the analysis of fit of the data to the RM. The second effect can be addressed by a mean comparison of person measures from two groups that are not supposed to differ, as is the case in a randomised experiment. The third effect is related to the degree to which respondents discriminate between response categories and different items. The latter determines the precision of measurement. The sharper the discrimination between two items i and j as evidenced by the number of people agreeing with item i but not with item j given that they agree with one and only one of the two items, the further apart d i and d j will be (Humphry, 2005; Humphry and Andrich, 2008) . The same logic applies to distances between thresholds. This is directly analogous to two markings on a ruler being 1 cm apart. When measuring in centimetres, there is only one unit between the markings, whereas the more precise measurement in millimetres implies ten units between the same markings. Obviously, a measurement uncertainty of 6 5 units in millimetres implies more precise measurement than an uncertainty of 6 1 unit in centimetres.
A difference in the unit may imply a spurious mean effect depending on the locations of persons relative to the locations of items. When an additive bias and a change in the unit occur simultaneously, the size and the direction of the mean difference also depend on the relative locations of the respondents and the items.
The crux is that currently in the social sciences no awareness exists of the size of the (implicit) unit, let alone how one unit could be converted into another. In the natural sciences, measurement units are self-evident most notably because they are explicit and tangible.
Discrimination between response categories
When respondents discriminate differently between response categories depending on the response scale direction, the unit of measurement will be different. This kind of bias will be referred to as a multiplicative bias (Figure 1) .
It is the fact that discrimination is set to unity in the RM that explains why precision works out this way. If respondents discriminate more sharply between response categories, the distances between thresholds get bigger and each category is represented by a wider range of the latent variable allowing for a higher granularity of measurement. The change in the metric also results in a wider spread of person measures resulting in better person separation.
Interpretive heuristics used by the respondents Social measurement requires the interpretation of the item and the response scale by the respondent. Hence, not only the objective properties matter but also interpretive heuristics on the part of the respondent. The heuristic "near means close" (Tourangeau et al., 2004, p. 370 ) based on concepts of Gestalt theory appears particularly promising when explaining the underlying psychological mechanism of a possible response scale direction effect. It suggests that respondents interpret stimuli which are presented near to one another as more closely related compared to stimuli being spatially apart. While Tourangeau et al. (2004) investigated the spatial arrangement of items, it can be argued that this heuristic may also apply to the spatial relationship between the item and the associated response scale. While agreeing to an item implies 'feeling close to the item', rejection of the statement means psychological distance between the respondent and the item. Consequently, spatial proximity between the statement and the agree-pole of a Likert-type response scale of the agree-to-disagree format resonates with a favourable mental position vis-à-vis the item, while spatial distance between the item and the disagree pole accommodates a lack of congruence between the respondent and the item. Running contrary to the near-means-close heuristic, the disagree-to-agree response scale could adversely affect the response process and the discrimination between the response categories by the respondents. The spatial proximity heuristic and its consequences should only apply when the scale is presented to the right of the item, though. There should be no difference when the response categories are positioned below the item, as all response options are then equidistant to the statement. In Experiment 2, this proposition is explicitly tested.
In terms of an additive bias, two proposed mechanisms seem to be particularly relevant (Yan and Keusch, 2015) . A primacy effect suggests that respondents read response options sequentially from left to right and choose the first option that is sufficiently close to their true level of agreement. Such response behaviour has been referred to as satisficing (Krosnick, 1999) , resulting in drop-out, straightlining, skipping responses, or resorting to a don't know option if offered.
Alternatively, the anchoring-and-adjustment heuristic (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974) proposes that respondents could perceive the first option to the left as an anchor and adjust their response in relation to that anchor. As a result, responses are expected to be closer to the anchor than they should be.
Both the primacy effect and the anchoring-and-adjustment heuristic should both be present irrespective of the positioning of the response scale to the right of the item or beneath. Both mechanisms come with theoretical limitations, though. In case of the primacy effect, it is plausible that respondents read the scale from left to right. Whether this also means that they consider the options in that order when actually responding is questionable. In fact, the RM assumes a response process where the probability of each response option depends on all other options, as the denominator in equation (2) includes all thresholds. Thus, the primacy effect should also result in item misfit to the RM.
The anchoring-and-adjustment heuristic has been proposed, and repeatedly confirmed, for numerical estimates, particularly under the condition of uncertainty. It is questionable whether selecting a response category that does not come with a numerical label attached to it, really matches these conditions. The assumption of uncertainty appears questionable as one would hope that respondents do know their true stance with respect to the item. Thus, primacy due to satisficing appears to be the more plausible mechanism in the present context, but it should also lead to item misfit and not just a mean shift.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, the potential scale direction effect is examined with the response scale being presented to the right of the item. Given the inconclusive evidence in the literature, the first experiment, which is based on a paper-and-pencil administration, is an exploratory pilot study with respect to the presence of additive and/or multiplicative bias.
Response scale matters
A difference in the unit of measurement can be inferred provided three conditions are fulfilled (Humphry, 2005) . First, the standard deviations of the item location and item threshold estimates differ between the agree-to-disagree scale and the disagree-to-agree scale. Second, one set of estimates can be transformed into the other by a multiplicative constant (the estimates from one scale are shrunk uniformly compared to the other). Third, the standard deviations of the person estimates differ by a multiplicative constant in the same order of magnitude as the standard deviations of the item locations.
Method
The CETSCALE (Shimp and Sharma, 1987 , for item wording), a 17-item instrument measuring consumer ethnocentric tendencies, is used in Experiment 1. In the present study a published translation into the native language of the study participants has been used (Sinkovics, 1999) . Any reference to America was replaced by the name of the country of the study participants. The instrument comes with a seven-point Likert-type response scale as suggested by its developers. The CETSCALE has proven to be quite robust and valid under many circumstances (Jiménez-Guerrero et al., 2014) . It has been used repeatedly as a showcase for methodological investigations in marketing (Clarke, 2001; Baumgartner and Steenkamp, 2001) . Even though the CETSCALE has been developed according to CTT procedures, the application of the RM is meaningful for three reasons. First, the qualitative underpinning of the scale's construction should result in a sufficient number of items satisfying the RM. Second, if one adheres to the properties of the RM as being essential for social measurement, relying on CTT simply because a scale has historically been based on CTT is not particularly conducive. The RM may test to what extent the instrument fulfils these requirements. Third, the RM has been successfully applied to the CETSCALE in the past (Salzberger et al., 1997) . Two different versions of the response scale were administered (i.e. agree-to-disagree, n = 146, versus disagree-to-agree, n = 149, endpoints anchored as fully agree and fully disagree, respectively) to a sample of first-year students at a Business School in Vienna, Austria. A between-subjects design with random assignment was used to avoid dependency between repeated measurements. This ensured that the two samples were stochastically equivalent, and that any effect could be attributed to the scale direction. The data were analysed by the RM for polytomous data (rating scale model) using RUMM 2030 (Andrich et al., 2009 (Andrich et al., -2012 .
Results
Initially, data from the two conditions were pooled. Four items had to be deleted at that stage because of consistently showing strong misfit. With 13 items remaining, certainly a broad-enough basis of further analysis was provided.
Nonetheless, the data exhibited poor overall fit to the model (x 2 = 103.24, df = 52, p < 0.0001) suggesting further problems prevailing in the data. As misfit was one possible outcome of the response scale direction, the respective data were split. Model fit improved substantially for the agree-to-disagree version (x 2 = 33.28, df = 26, p = 0.15), while fit remained poor for the disagree-to-agree format (x 2 = 84.20, df = 26, p < 0.0001) demonstrating that the good fit for agree-to-disagree data cannot be attributed to the smaller sample size alone (see Table II for a summary of the findings).
This finding suggests that the agree-to-disagree version is the more appropriate response format. While no significant mean difference was observed in the pooled data (À0.65 versus À0.60, p = 0.71), there was a difference in the standard deviations of respondent measures based on different response scale directions standing in a ratio of 1:1.32 (1.09:1.43). The standard deviations of the item location estimates for one version compared to the other EJM 53,5 stood in a very similar ratio of 1:1.33 (0.43:0.57) suggesting a difference in the unit of measurement. To confirm this finding, two plots of the actual item location estimates and the threshold estimates, respectively, from one version against those from the other were created. If the estimates approximate a straight line at a 45°angle, than they are equal and share the same unit. In Experiment 1, however, they approach a straight line at a different angle. Thus, one scale is shrunk compared to the other and, consequently, the unit of measurement is different (Figure 2) .
To explore whether the phenomenon of poorer precision in case of the disagree-to-agree format can be subsumed under the concept of satisficing (Krosnick, 1999) , the proportion of missing values and straightlining were investigated. Missing values were extremely rare under both conditions with only one participant featuring one missing value in case of agree-to-disagree and seven respondents with just one missing value in case of disagree-toagree. Straightlining was observed for ten respondents (6.8 per cent) in case of agree-to- 
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Response scale matters disagree and five respondents (3.4 per cent) in case of disagree-to-agree. The difference in these proportions is statistically insignificant (p = 0.18). Thus, the observed impact on the quality of the data does not seem to be due to satisficing.
Discussion
The superiority of the agree-to-disagree format suggests that the direction of the response scale does matter in terms of precision of measurement. But do the data support the spatial proximity heuristic of near-means-close? Alternatively, it could be that respondents discriminate more sharply when their favourite categories are presented first, i.e. to the left. It might be more demanding, when the respondent, after reading the item, has to switch to the opposite extreme first and then select a particular category. This post-hoc hypothesis follows the argument of a primacy effect as a consequence of satisficing. It was tested by analysing sub-samples of respondents who generally agreed (high score group) versus those who predominantly disagreed (low score group). Both subsamples discriminated more sharply when using the agree-to-disagree format rather than the disagree-to-agree version providing no evidence of a primacy effect. The findings are consistent with the spatial proximity heuristic, though.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 investigates whether the effect found in Experiment 1 can be replicated for online data as the more popular approach today. When using different data collection methods, for example to better reach different segments of the population (Dolnicar et al., 2009 ), care should be taken when pooling the data (Deutskens et al., 2006; Mead and Drasgow, 1993) . In addition, more light will be shed on the mechanism that could be responsible for the difference between agree-to-disagree and disagree-to-agree. Experiment 2 extended the investigation of the possible effect by also considering the response scale positioned below the item rather than to the right, as well as a third condition for the scale direction with agree-to-disagree and disagree-to-agree presented randomly for each item. Experiment 2 consisted of two parts. In Part 1, the effect of the response scale direction (agree-to-disagree versus disagree-to-agree versus random) was investigated. In Part 2, a 2 Â 2 factorial design was implemented using a different instrument. Factor 1 featured the response scale direction (agree-to-disagree versus disagree-to-agree), while Factor 2 accounted for the placement of the response scale (to the right of the item versus below). Based on the spatial proximity heuristic, there should be no effect of the response scale direction when it is placed beneath the item.
Method
Data were collected online from a total of 1,647 respondents, mostly students from a European Business School ensuring the same population as in Experiment 1. The sample used was relatively homogeneous in terms of age (mean 25 years, 97 per cent are under 41). As in Experiment 1, the survey included the original 17-item version of the CETSCALE in Part 1. In Part 2, eight items measuring affective concern (affective concern, AFC, is a latent construct within the context of environmental concern of consumers, as proposed by Salzberger, 2007 ; see Appendix for item wording; the scale has been developed in the native language of the study participants) were administered using the same seven-category response scale. The CETSCALE items were presented in three different conditions with respondents being randomly assigned. An agree-to-disagree response scale was presented in Condition 1, respondents in Condition 2 were offered a disagree-to-agree scale, while in Condition 3 respondents got the agree-to-disagree scale or the disagree-to-agree scale for EJM 53,5 each item at random. Changing the direction of the response scale after each item at random in Group 3 is expected to trigger as much confusion as can possibly be caused by the response format alone.
The AFC-items were presented in four different conditions. In Conditions 1 and 2, the response scale was presented to the right of the statement with the agree-to-disagree format used in Condition 1 and the disagree-to-agree format in Condition 2. In Conditions 3 and 4, the response scale was placed below the item. Again, the direction was varied with agree-todisagree used in Condition 3 and disagree-to-agree in Condition 4.
Based on the spatial proximity hypothesis, the agree-to-disagree scales were expected to be superior to the disagree-to-agree version (better fit, higher precision) for the CETSCALE data and the AFC data when presented to the right of the items. The random variation of the response scale direction was expected to result in strong misfit due to the confusion it triggered. No difference in precision and fit between the agree-to-disagree and the disagreeto-agree formats was expected when the response scale was placed below the item.
All data analyses were again carried out based on the RM for polytomous data using RUMM 2030 (Andrich et al., 2009 (Andrich et al., -2012 .
Results
Part 1: Analysis of the CETSCALE. At first, eight items were omitted from the analysis because of local dependence (LD; Marais and Andrich, 2008; Marais, 2013) as evidenced by correlations of item residuals (Yen, 1984; Marais and Andrich, 2008) . LD implies redundancy, which was due to the high content similarity of some items. As LD inflates precision spuriously, a purified set of items free of LD was crucial.
Thus, nine CETSCALE items (five of which are part of the ten-item short version) were further scrutinised. Like in Experiment 1, the disagree-to-agree format displayed poor fit when comparing expected scores and actual scores (x 2 = 114.3, p = 0.009). In contrast, fit of the agree-to-disagree format data was satisfactory (x 2 = 96.8, p = 0.11). However, in Experiment 2, there was no difference in the implied unit of measurement as both the standard deviation of the item locations and the standard deviation of person measures were the same for both response scale formats. Likewise, no sign of an additive bias was present as person means did not differ. As expected, the random presentation of agree-to-disagree and disagree-to-agree response scales caused confusion resulting in overall misfit (x 2 123.4, p = 0.002). In this case, the precision of measurement clearly decreased as evidenced by a significant shrinking of the scale by 35 per cent (1-0.50/0.77), which implies that respondents found it much harder to discriminate between the categories. The person mean (À0.48) was also biased relative to the response scales in the other conditions. However, after accounting for the difference in the scale unit, there was no relevant mean difference between any of the three conditions. Consequently, the mean difference did not indicate a true additive bias but rather was a function of the different unit of measurement given the location of the sample (see Table III for key results). In terms of traditional methods to investigate satisficing behaviour, the results confirmed those of Experiment 1. In the agree-to-disagree condition, merely 18 (3.3 per cent) of respondents had (just) one missing value. The disagree-to-agree format resulted in 6 (1.0 per cent) respondents skipping (just) one item response. In terms of straightlining, the agree-to-disagree direction generated 24 (4.3 per cent) straightliners, the disagree-to-agree format 19 (3.3 per cent), the small difference being statistically insignificant (p = 0.38) and, if anything, favouring the poorer fitting disagree-to-agree data.
In summary, these results of the CETSCALE-data administered online tend to confirm the superiority of the agree-to-disagree format based on item fit, even though no indication of a relevant difference in the unit was present. The difference was definitely less Response scale matters pronounced than in the paper-and-pencil condition. As far as the comparison between the online and the paper-and-pencil-administration is concerned, there is no conclusive sign that one way works better than the other. At least, in the online data the response scale direction appears to matter less. However, there is a difference in the unit between the online and the paper-and-pencil mode. Consequently, caution is advised when comparing measures based on different data collection modes. Part 2: Analysis of AFC-Scale. The initial analysis of the 8-item AFC scale led to a reduction to six items because of one item misfitting the model and another one due to LD. The results in terms of testing for the general scale direction effect (agree-to-disagree versus disagree-to-agree), when presented to the right of the statement, match those of the CETSCALE in Part 1 perfectly. Data based on the agree-to-disagree format (x 2 = 40.0, p = 0.11) fitted considerably better than data from a disagree-to-agree scale (x 2 = 68.0, p < 0.0001). No relevant difference in the measurement unit occurred, though. Hence, the response scale direction effect seems stable across the two latent constructs.
Testing the spatial proximity hypothesis further, the results from response scales presented to the right of the item and beneath were compared. When presented below the statement, the agree-to-disagree format was no longer superior with fit being actually slightly better for the disagree-to-agree format (x 2 = 40.9, p = 0.09) than for the agree-todisagree version (x 2 = 51.8, p = 0.008). When the response scale is presented below the item, the previously observed scale direction effect dissolves. On the one hand, this corroborates the proposition of spatial proximity being the explanatory mechanism for the scale direction effect. On the other hand, it raises the question what might be causing the slightly better functioning of the items when using the disagree-to-agree response scale presented below the item. The conclusion that spatial proximity facilitates the response process is further supported by the fact that the agree-to-disagree format to the right of the item (x 2 = 40.0, p = 0.11) performed not only better than the disagree-to-agree format at the same position, but also better, if only slightly, than either format presented below the item.
Mean comparisons of person measures between the two response scale directions also favour the agree-to-disagree format presented to the right of the item. While there was no additive bias when the response scale was positioned to the right of the item, the person means differed significantly between the agree-to-disagree (higher, i.e. more agreement) and the disagree-to-agree format (lower, i.e. less agreement) when presented below (p = 0.003). Thus, there is a tendency towards the left hand side of the scale, which is only effective when proximity plays no role. In summary, the AFC analysis further strengthens the conclusion that the agree-to-disagree format presented to the right of the item appears to be the best option (see Table IV for key results). As with the CETSCALE response data, satisficing can be ruled out for the AFC data based on extremely low frequencies of missing values (6 times one missing for agree-to-disagree to the right, 4 for disagree-to-agree to the right, 9 for agree-to-disagree beneath and 14 for disagree-to-agree beneath) and straightliners (7 or 1.7 per cent for agree-to-disagree and for disagree-to-agree when to the right, 4 or 1.0 per cent for either version when beneath).
Discussion
Experiment 2 confirms the findings in Experiment 1 insofar as the agree-to-disagree scale also works better than the disagree-to-agree scale in the domain of online-administered surveys. It also shows that the effect replicates across different constructs. Spatial proximity Response scale matters of the statement and the agreement-pole of the scale seems to be the most (psycho-)logical way to present response categories. When no such proximity exists, as it is the case when the response categories are placed below the item, respondents are prone to being biased towards the left hand side. There are undoubtedly other factors which could play a role. The conclusion that agree-to-disagree is superior is tentative only. It should be understood as a default recommendation, if a decision has to be made and no quantitative pre-test of different formats with small samples is feasible due to, e.g. time or financial restrictions. The preferred procedure would be to investigate the functioning of the response scale empirically in a pre-study before large samples are drawn, as the nature of the construct might have an impact. As the effects and their detection are quite subtle, more sophisticated approaches such as the RM, which separates item and person properties and explicitly parameterises the thresholds between response categories, appear to be indispensable. In Experiment 3, eye-tracking is applied to test whether the response scale direction effect is also reflected in the reading patterns of respondents. In doing so, information is gathered on whether the response scale direction effect is consciously perceived as being disturbing or whether it is a phenomenon that remains at the unconscious level.
Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, eye-tracking as a physiological method is applied to investigate reading patters of respondents when using response scales of different direction in a computeradministered online survey. Based on the psychometric results, different gaze motions were expected. The higher efforts implied by the disagree-to-agree version should increase the time needed to make sense out of the visual stimuli (items and response scales). Consequently, more fixation counts and an enhanced fixation length for this response scale format were expected.
Method
A total of 30 right-handed participants (convenience sample, approximately half students, 11 men, 19 women, mean age 27.7, all having normal or corrected to normal vision) took part in the study. Tobii-eye-tracking technology was used which captures gaze parameters using the corneal reflection technique (Eizenman et al., 1984) , which records the visible reflections of a light source on the cornea. Based on geometrical features of these reflections, the gaze direction is calculated (www.tobiipro.com). Respondents were placed in front of a computer screen including the eye-tracker and asked to fill in a survey comprising the CETSCALE (Shimp and Sharma, 1987) . Based on random assignment, the participants either got the seven-point-rating scale in the agree-to-disagree or in the disagree-to-agree format. The answer format was placed to the right of the statement. The respective verbal labels of the scale poles were defined as rectangular areas of interest (AOIs). Fixation count and fixation length data, which are associated with cognitive effort and information processing (Just and Carpenter, 1980) , were collected. While a longer fixation time suggests a more complex cognitive process, it does not necessarily correspond to subjective impressions of the respondent. Therefore, qualitative post-experimental interviews were administered to gain insights on how the participants subjectively experienced the task of completing the survey and to what extent the response scale direction effect is perceived consciously.
Results
As expected, significantly more fixations were found on the disagree-pole in the group that got the disagree-to-agree format compared to those who got the agree-to-disagree format. This difference could also be substantiated for fixation length, although at a marginally EJM 53,5 significant level only. Fixation counts and length comparing the two agree-poles across formats did not yield any significant differences (Table V) . Regarding the average time to complete the survey, no significant difference between the two conditions was found. Also regarding reading patterns of the items (statements), no significant differences regarding fixation counts and length were detected.
Furthermore differences between the orientation phase, up to the first response, and the actual response phase were examined. While fixation counts and fixation length of the disagree-pole were almost identical in the two conditions measures during the orientation phase, significantly higher values for both parameters were observed once the first item had been answered. These results indicate that the scale direction effect is not a transitory phenomenon during the phase in which respondents familiarise themselves with the scale. Rather, it occurs throughout the survey introducing unnecessary cognitive extra load for the respondents. The additional cognitive effort might impede respondents allocating appropriate cognitive resources to thinking about their response, resulting in reduced precision and suboptimal data quality.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 are compatible with the preceding psychometric analyses suggesting that the disagree-to-agree format adds additional cognitive burden to the participants. Respondents in the disagree-to-agree condition are occupied with handling the response scale instead of fully concentrating on the content of the survey. In principle, respondents in the disagree-to-agree condition could have spent more time in total, thus dedicating the same time to the processing of the item and considering their response as respondents in the agree-to-disagree condition and thereby compensating for the longer time they had to spend on assuring themselves of the response scale. However, they did not, which explains why the quality of the responses in the disagree-to-agree condition was generally poorer.
Qualitative interviews were conducted after the eye-tracking experiment to reveal to what extent respondents consciously struggled with the disagree-to-agree format. Twentyfive out of 30 respondents recalled the response scale format correctly. When asked how they perceived the response scale, 22 said it was okay the way it was, three said the response scale would not matter to them at all, three said agree-to-disagree would have been better than disagree-to-agree and two said the reverse. Thus, respondents overall did not exhibit the slightest preference for either format suggesting that the response scale effects detected throughout our experiments operate at an unconscious level. Further research using bigger samples might provide more robust findings. Physiological data for response scales positioned below the item would be beneficial, too. 
Response scale matters
Conclusions, implications and further research General conclusions Despite a long history of research into the direction of the response scale, no coherent picture has emerged with scattered and mixed evidence. At least in part the situation seems to be due to limitations in standard psychometric analyses. The RM for measurement lends itself much better to the psychometric investigation of quite subtle and intricate response scale effects for at least three reasons. First, it provides better possibilities to assess item fit. Second, it parameterises the response scale by specifying threshold parameters. Third, it statistically separates item and person characteristics. The identified psychometric differences imply that the response scale direction may matter in terms of item fit and precision. Misfit caused by a suboptimal response format may wrongly be attributed to the items. Poorer measurement precision may also reduce effect sizes in substantive studies. It remains to be seen whether one response scale direction proves universally preferable. Meanwhile, experimental pre-studies are strongly advised to inform the response scale design.
Extreme caution is due when data based on different response scale directions are to be compared or merged. As Experiment 2 demonstrates, a difference in the unit of measurement may result in a spurious mean difference. As the presence and the direction of this effect depend only on the relative locations of the samples, a difference in the unit may trigger opposite effects under different circumstances. This may explain the observation in the literature that sometimes a particular scale direction implies a positive bias, sometimes a negative, and sometimes none at all.
In terms of the responsible mechanism, the experiments support the spatial proximity heuristic. When presenting the response scale to the right of the item, there is no indication of an additive bias and, thus, no need to invoke primacy effects or anchoring heuristics. With spatial proximity no longer present when positioning the response scale below the item, the differences between the two response scale directions become small. However, the additive bias occurring in Experiment 2 suggests presenting the response scale to the right of the item seems recommendable.
Another aspect worth considering is response burden. Social researchers ought to minimise the impact their research activities might have on study participants and avoid any unnecessary burden. The eye-tracking study provides clear indication that a suboptimal response format might confuse participants and increase response burden. It is safe to assume that their struggle with the response scale is a direct cause of the poorer data quality observed. Thus, striving for the best possible response scale format is likely to result in a win-win situation from which both the participants and the researchers can benefit.
As a general conclusion, scholars are strongly urged to pay more attention to the response scale and its characteristics. The present study illustrates how the RM can be used to identify effects of various manipulations of the response scale, such as a different number of the response categories, their verbalisation, or the use of numerical labels. The response categories should undergo the same rigorous procedure that is applied to the item generation including a literature review, expert advice, qualitative interviews (cognitive debriefing) with consumers, and ultimately, psychometric analysis.
The use of non-representative samples may be a limitation of the present study. However, given the study objectives, this restriction is not deemed critical as all experiments were conducted using random assignment and comparable samples. The emphasis lies on the proof of concept with respect to the suitability of the methodology and the proposed mechanism. EJM 53,5
With respect to Experiment 2, one might object that presenting the response scale below the item still involves proximity insofar as after reading the item the respondent starts reading the response scale at its left end. However, first of all, this type of proximity is temporal in nature, while the proposed mechanism involves quite literally spatial proximity. Second, it is suggested that spatial proximity does not refer to comprehending the item and the associated response scale. Rather, it is supposed to matter when it comes to providing the response. At that stage all response options are equidistant to the item when placed below the item.
Academic and managerial implications
When using published measurement instruments, any available evidence presented in support of the response scale functioning, as sparse as it may be, should be carefully considered. When carrying out recurring measurements, such as in customer satisfaction monitoring or in longitudinal studies, it is pivotal to use the same response format throughout the study. Changes to the format require complicated psychometric analyses and may result in incomparable metrics. Cross-sectional comparisons based on data arising from different response formats, for example in benchmarking across industries, should be carried out with caution.
Further research
Ideally, every study applying a measurement instrument should estimate and report Rasch item and threshold locations along with a detailed account of the design of the instrument and the conditions of data collection. This would allow for conclusions in terms of the unit of measurement in psychometric meta-analyses. It remains to be seen whether the superiority of the agree-to-disagree format generalises to different instruments, reversed items (Swain et al., 2008) , types of response scales (number of categories, verbal or numerical labels), populations, for example in terms of culture (Lee et al., 2002; Craig and Douglas, 2005) , and the type of script (left-to-right versus right-to-left).
Remarkably, the detrimental effect of a suboptimal response scale seems to operate at an unconscious level. Further research may investigate whether the response scale enhances the level of arousal at an implicit level using physiological methods, such as skin conductance (Walla et al., 2011) . The startle reflex modulation (Koller and Walla, 2012 ) lends itself as a method to examine objectively underlying affective processes.
Finally, while the methodology presented in this study allows for a thorough investigation of the unit of measurement, it must not be overlooked that the unit is still implicit. It is up to conceptual work to lay ground for developing explicit, tangible units of measurement in the social sciences.
